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Reception Phonics Week 5 

Our new digraph is ear.  
Try reading these words, putting in the sound buttons to help you. 

fear    hear 

dear    beard 

near    year 

nearly   tears.     

Ask an adult to read these sentences aloud to you then try to write them 
below.  Remember, these are questions, so what will you need instead of a 
full stop? 

Can you shear a sheep? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

Did you hear the owl last night? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

Words to spell: her, all, are 
Can you remember these ones from last week? was, my, you, they 

There is an ear booklet for you for extra practice.  Don’t forget to look out 
for this trigraph in your books this week.  



Reception Maths Week 5


Meet Number 18!


Can you write the number 18 in numerals? _______________


See what you can find in your house to use to create the 
number 18.  You could try making it out of flowers, clothes pegs, 
paper clips, even building blocks!


Can you make a model using ONLY 18 Lego bricks?


Can you draw 18 little pictures of anything you like?


Can you start on 18 and count backwards to 0?  Try this every 
day and see if it gets easier, or play Last One Standing.


Can you set out your number flashcards from 0 - 18 in the right 
order?  Can you pick up any number your adult asks you for?  
Time yourself - can you do it faster each day?


Extension: If you have time, try this to practise finding one less.

Get your collection of 18 objects handy.  Your adult will ask you 
a question like, ‘What is one less than 10?’  Count out 10 
objects from your pile then… take one away.  How many do you 
have now?  You could also use your flashcards to help you.  How 
about using your number line?  Which way would you have to 
jump to find one less?


Repeat with any or all of the numbers between 1 and 18.  There 
is a sheet to fill in if you like.
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